
GCS 14-15

Decision for CT
per PECARN

(ED see e-brain for 
PECARN decision

 tool)

CT findings

Minor Head Injury Algorithm
***If concern for CPA also refer to CPA guideline

Abnormal CT High Risk
- Epidural > 2 mm

- Subdural hematoma
- Intraparenchymal hematoma
- Petechial contusions or shear

≥  3 in number
- Ventricular enlargement
- Ischemia, focal edema

- Abnormal brain attenuation
- Diffuse brain swelling

- Complex comminuted depressed fxs

Negative CT or Minimal Risk
(No neurosurgical consult needed)

- Absent extra-axial or parenchymal 
lesions

- Linear/non-displaced fractures
-Soft tissue injury

- Facial fractures (consult Plastics)
- Orbital fractures (consult 

Ophthalmology)
 

Abnormal CT Low Risk
- Epidural ≤  2 mm

- SAH (Fisher grade 1-2)
- Intraventricular hemorrhage without 

ventriculomegaly
- Petechial contusions 

- Shear injury ≤2 in number
- Pneumocephalus

- Displaced skull fractures

Discharge Criteria: GCS 15 & tolerating PO

Activity Restrictions:
No gym/contact sports/recess until cleared by health care 

provider
Skull fractures: 6 weeks restrictions with clearance by 

healthcare provider before returning to activity

Concussion education

If ICH present on CTH, no NSAIDs for one week

Follow up:
Trauma Clinic vs PMD 1-2 weeks

Neurosurgery per Attending preference
Rehab Brain Injury Clinic if ICH 2-4 weeks

If no referral to Rehab made while inpatient
and symptomatic > 7 days

 initiate referral for Rehab/Brain Injury Clinic 

Discharge Criteria: GCS 15 & tolerating PO

Activity Restrictions: 
No gym/contact sports/recess until cleared by 

Neurosurgery and/or Rehab

Mild TBI education

No NSAIDS for one week
Neurosurgery will make additional recommendations 

on a case-by-case basis

Follow up: 
Neurosurgery-Non-op: 4-6 weeks in NP clinic

-Operative: 1-2 weeks with Attending
*repeat imaging Attending preference 

Rehab Brain Injury Clinic
-2-4 weeks

Neurosurgery consult
Admit to PICU vs A7

(Trauma TBI Epic order set if A7)

Consider repeat CT in 6 hours based on 
clinical exam (decision per Neurosurgery)

Admit to A7
(Trauma TBI Epic 

order set)

No repeat CTH 
unless neurologic 

decline
CT unchanged
Clinically stable

CT worse

Surgery if indicated by 
Neurosurgery

or continue TBI management
(see severe TBI guideline)

<2 years
GCS 14 or *other signs of altered mental 

status or palpable skull fracture

>2 years
GCS 14 or *other signs of altered mental 

status or signs of basilar skull fracture

*other signs: somnolence, repetitive 
questioning, slow response to verbal 

communication

Yes

CT

No

<2 years
Occipital/parietal/temporal scalp 

hematoma, history of LOC ≥ 5 s, *severe 
mechanism, or not acting right per parent

>2 years
History of LOC, history of vomiting, *severe 

mechanism, severe headache

*severe mechanism: ejection, death of 
passenger, rollover, ped vs bike w/out 

helmet, fall more than 3 ft (<2yr) or 5 ft 
(>2yr), or head struck by high impact object

Observation vs
CT

No CT +

Yes

No

 + Utilize ED head injury order set
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Is the GCS 15
Is the patient tolerating PO
Is the patient ambulating

No Yes

Discharge From ED

Review concussion education & 
ensure concussion education on 

discharge paperwork

Determine outpatient f/u plan for 
concussion

Determine cspine f/u plan if 
necessary

Rehab Consult

Neurosurgery consult

Rehab consult 
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